Rcbs rock chucker parts diagram

Remember Me? Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 20 of Thread Tools Show
Printable Version. I would very much appreciate a scan or Xerox copy of that manual. Have four
of the A-2s but no manual If one is located, lets scan it and post it please Thanks Mike. I have
and A2 as well. Why would you need a parts diagram? A ten second look will tell you all you
need to know. They are very simple machines. Huntington's did sell some parts for the A2, they
might be a source of instructions as well. Disclaimer: The above is not holy writ. It is just my
opinion based on my experience and knowledge. Your mileage may vary. I am not familiar with
the A2 description though, don't see it in there. The A-2 is the Grand daddy of the Rock
Chucker. Char-Gar : Thank you for the suggestion! I wanted the parts blowup to determine its
correct name and RCBS part number. I looked at all of mine for ten seconds but that information
was not immediately forthcoming! Please take a quick look at yours and see what you come up
with! I called RCBS but they do not have a parts list and were unable to figure out what I was
talking about. A call to Huntington customer service directed me to what sounded like a curry
bar in Mumbai! No help there either. A2s are just not that common I guess. The ram on my A4 is
a completely different design. All is well! I am working in the Glass Mountains and near Eagle
Pass this summer. I know the part you are talking about, and doubt if you will find one. It should
not be much of a chore to make one from a Rockchucker ram or from another make of press. It
appears to be held into the larger bottom ram by a pin. The top ram your are looking for has an
outside diamter of 0. I don't know how far down into the bottom larger ram it goes. You can
measure that on your press. It it milled at the top for a regular snap in shell holder with a "C"
type retaining clip like The Rockchucker. The A2 ejects the spent primers down though the ram
assembly and out the bottom into a bucket. If you want to deprime on the press, you would
need to drill or bore out top ram to allow the primers to fall. The top ram has the standard cut
out for a primer arm if you want to prime on the press. Anybody with a lathe could shorten the
RC ram to the required length, bore it out for the primers to fall, turn the bottom to fit the bottom
ram hole and drill the holes for the pins. Should not be much of a trick. But you know all of this
as you have four of these great preses. I went to undergraduate school at Sul Ross in Alpine.
Hunted all over the Glass and Chalk Mountains. Great country, but driving miles for a beer is a
bit far. Last edited by Char-Gar; at PM. Last edited by skeettx; at PM. Rush out an buy a lottery
ticket. This is your lucky day! No, it's not your lucky day, You obviously missed the warning
yesterday that having more than 3 A2 presses will cause a piece of the moon to fall off and
crash into your reloading room. Luckily, for you, if you take one of those over to Dumas and
leave it with my good friend there, I'll pick it up from him next time I come up from the Hill
Country and you can avoid having a hole in your roof or hitting the lady of the house. See what
a nice guy I am to help you in your time of need. Might want to hurry up about it, though, as I'm
seeing meteor showers to the north. Originally Posted by skeettx. Was the car new at that time?
My first car was a '52 Pontiac Mike. Keep rubbing salt in the wounds, sir I still use the same
Texan c-press I bought in for most things and while I've had to put a piece of pipe for a cheater
handle on it a few times when I was young and dumb, I've managed not to break it through the
years. I don't have to do that anymore as a good friend in Tyler gave me a big C-H he wasn't
using about 25 years ago. His machines were all Dillon progressives and big commercial
machines, so he borrowed the press to make them and has kinda assumed ownership of it.
Which I don't mind as he's done a lot for me during the years. I figure one of these days he'll be
through with it and give it back. Let me know when you are going to be in the Amarillo area. I
sure do dislike the Federal 45ACP cases with the small primers!!!!!!!!!!!! Messes up the speed
on the Dillon Mike. Mike, thanks for the invite, I'll bring my 28 gauge. We're going on vacation in
early October and may be passing through Amarillo. My uncle used to work for Pantex. Page 1
of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All rights reserved.
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However, statistics and probability are insanely applicable when it comes to rifles and
long-range shooting in particular. I have literally spent months crafting this 3-part series of
articles specifically with the math-averse shooter in mind. I invested all that time because I
strongly believe that understanding just a few basics can help us gain actionable insight, make
better decisions, and put more rounds on target. I like the wood mount you did. Do you have
more of a side picture? And a list of hardware used? I certainly should have! It should definitely
have everything you need to build one. I really have enjoyed that design. It seems ideal. Plans
for Portable Reloading Press Stand. Share Facebook Twitter Pinterest. Statistics for Shooters
â€” Executive Summary December 16, Cal is a life-long learner, and loves to help others get into
this sport he's so passionate about. His engineering background, unique data-driven approach,
and ability to present technical and complex information in a unbiased and straight-forward
fashion has quickly caught the attention of the industry. For more info on Cal, check out
PrecisionRifleBlog. Bob October 5, at pm. Britten Goldhardt January 23, at am. Cal January 23,
at pm. You may share excerpts up to words, provided that full and clear credit is given to
PrecisionRifleBlog. Absolutely no photos, charts, illustrations, or other images or videos may
be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, or referenced without prior express and written
permission from the author. The information is to be used at the sole discretion of the user and
the user assumes all risk. Failure to follow safe loading practices could result in severe
personal injury including death or gun damage to the user or bystanders. Technical data and
information contained herein are intended to provide information based upon the limited
experience of individuals under specific conditions and circumstances. They do not detail the
comprehensive training, procedures, techniques and safety precautions that are absolutely
necessary to properly carry on similar activity. Always consult comprehensive reference
manuals and bulletins for details of proper training requirements, procedures, techniques and
safety precautions before attempting any similar activity. Be alert - publisher cannot be
responsible for errors in published load data. One of the most important parts of reloading is

having a well-organized and strong reloading bench. Your reloading bench should be
customized for the space you have available and the type of reloading you are doing. Here is
how I set up my reloading bench. It works well for single-stage reloading in a small space. A
reloading bench should be sturdy and large enough to hold your reloading equipment. Many
people like to build their own bench, but mine is actually just an old desk. Although it is made of
laminated particle board, it is really thick and heavy. My favorite thing about it is that it has two
levels. This allows me to store equipment on the top level and use the lower level to reload. It is
also deep enough that I can store larger equipment, such as my case tumbler and case prep
center towards the back of the bench and out of the way. A good size for a reloading bench is at
least 5 feet wide and 3 feet deep. A bench this size will give you plenty of room to store your
equipment and components but still have room to work. It will also be large enough to have
shelves built into the back of it or underneath it. It is always a good idea to mount your
reloading bench to the wall if you can. A reloading bench can never be too rigid or sturdy. This
allows you to customize it to the length you desire. You can check it out by clicking here. After
you get your reloading bench, now you need to set up your press. Where you mount your press
will depend on if you are right or left-handed. If you are right-handed, your press should go on
the far right side of your bench. Left-handed reloaders should mount their press on the far left
side of their bench. Setting up your reloading bench in this way will make reloading easier and
more efficient. Use bolts to permanently attach your press to your reloading bench. To do this,
set your press on your workbench and mark where you will need to drill your holes. Use an
electric drill to make the holes in the bench. Most presses will require two or three holes,
however, be sure to use any mounting holes that your press has. Use the widest bolts and
washers that you can find to secure the press to your bench. Attach a nut and washer to the
bottom of the bolt and tighten securely. It is what I started with and contains almost everything
you will need. You can find it by clicking here. Related: Best Reloading Presses and Kits. The
next thing that you need to do is mount your powder measure. I have mine mounted on the
second level of my bench on the opposite side of my press. This gives me plenty of space to
use both pieces of equipment. Having the powder measure elevated makes it much easier to
use. When your powder measure is mounted above the surface of your reloading bench, it
allows you to keep an eye on your powder level. In addition, having extra height allows you to
use drop tubes when dispensing powder. These are basically small funnels that attach to the
bottom of your powder measure that allow you to drop powder directly into cases. I also like to
use them when dispensing powder into a measuring pan. It is less messy and wastes less
powder than trying to dump powder directly into the pan from the measure. Reloading
companies sell stands that raise the powder measure above the surface of a bench. Mounting it
on the second level of my bench saved me a little money but still gave me the same
functionality. The area next to your reloading press should be kept clear of any obstructions.
This gives you plenty of room to do things like weighing charges, lubing cases, and if
necessary, using a case trimmer. Your reloading bench needs a place to store components
such as bullets, brass, and powder. It should also have places for things such as dies, shell
holders, and other equipment. Since my reloading bench is in my garage, I do not store my
gunpowder and primers on my bench. I store them in ammo cans inside my home to avoid
exposure to humidity and temperature changes. Your bench should have shelves and other
areas to store any equipment you may need. For bullet storage, I use an old Coca-Cola bottle
rack. The slots are the perfect size to hold standard boxes of reloading bullets. There is also
space on the top shelf of my bench for any boxes of bulk bullets and my reloading manuals.
Reloading ammo sometimes requires you to use basic hand tools such as wrenches. I like to
keep the ones I need regularly on the side of my reloading bench. For example, if a decapping
pin slips inside of a die, I need to use a couple of wrenches to loosen the nut that holds it in
place and tighten it after I readjust the pin. Having the necessary tools on my bench prevents
me from having to search for them. If you have set up your reloading bench in a garage or
workshop, you will need to protect your equipment from dust. Dust can cause accuracy issues
with precision equipment such as powder scales. It also holds moisture, which can cause your
equipment to rust, which is never a good thing. Since my reloading bench is in my garage, I got
dust covers to protect my press, powder scale, powder measure, and case trimmer. Reloading
equipment manufacturers produce covers that are specifically designed for their products, like
the one pictured. You can also make your own out of a tarp. Although there are many ways to
set up a reloading bench, what I have detailed above works very well for my needs. Also, check
out my other article, Best Reloading Tools. It goes beyond the basic reloading tools to show
you the equipment you can use to speed up your reloading and make it much easier. Preppers,
to those on the outside, may seem like a bunch of odd ducks. At their When I started reloading
my own ammo, I was pretty comfortable reloading for rifles and revolvers. However, I was a little

hesitant to reload ammo for my 9mm pistols. I wasn't sure if my reloads Skip to content One of
the most important parts of reloading is having a well-organized and strong reloading bench.
Select Your Bench My reloading bench is a repurposed computer desk. It is sturdy and works
well for the space I have. Related: Essential Reloading Equipment: Tools for Handloading It is
always a good idea to mount your reloading bench to the wall if you can. A piece of wood
reinforces the area of the bench it is mounted to. Keep the Bottom Level Clear The area next to
your reloading press should be kept clear of any obstructions. Component and Equipment
Storage I use the upper level of my reloading bench to store my components. An old soda bottle
rack does a good job keeping my bullets organized. There is also space on the top shelf of my
bench for any boxes of bulk bullets and my reloading manuals Tool Rack I like to keep
commonly-used tools at my bench to adjust dies and other equipment. Dust Covers Dust covers
protect your reloading equipment while it is not being used. Conclusion Although there are
many ways to set up a reloading bench, what I have detailed above works very well for my
needs. Continue Reading. Order by:. Available to:. Model Lee 1oz Slug Mold features the
exclusive drive key which positively rotates the slug in rifled shotgun barrels. Includes sprue
plate. All orders placed Mon. No shipping on Sundays as all carriers are closed. All of our
listings indicate which shipping method is used on each particular item. It is the buyer's
responsibility to check before purchase. Shipping Times: Standard shipping is a 3 to 6 business
day service. Priority Mail is a 2 to 3 business day service. Express mail is a 1 to 2 business day
service. We Understand That from time to time the need to return and item may Occur. Please
read below for a detailed overview of our Return Policy. We will exchange or refund all Products
within 30 days of purchase for free. Please by using the eBay Messaging System. Note: our
number does not handle return or exchanges you must contact through eBay. Any problem with
an Item must be reported within the 30 day period. Exchanges are free of cost to customer
during 30 day Period Launched from. This Stock Photo may not match the actual item listed.
Due to eBay. Some items may be restricted for export. Please check the Shipping Details for
this listing to see if Worldwide shipping is available. For more information on shipping and
other policies, please see our or contact us via phone or. Crafted to hold the case securely and
firmly during reloading. For our complete selection of products by on sale please visit our page.
For more please visit our store section. Please Note: Most of the product images that we use in
our listings come directly from the manufacturer and sometimes do not represent the exact
color. Size, style or other option that is actually being sold. We are limited in the way we can
present items that have these options, so please take note of the specific product code and
model number being advertised. If you have any doubts, please call or email us before you bid
or place your order. So search our store for unbelievable deals on thousands of in stock items!
Can't find what you're looking for? Just call or email us and we'll be glad to help you find the
products that work best for you! Lee Bullet Sizer and Punch. Used Lee. Their is some rust on
the sprue plate but it doesn't affect pouring at all. Nice mold at a bargain price. Although we
have the lowest eBay price. Do you want to pay even less? Take a look at our eBay user name
for a hint. When it comes to cleaning. Stainless steel pins are able to get your item looking like
new. These pins will last for thousands of cleanings. These pins are designed for rotary
tumblers. They may also be used in certain vibratory tumblers check your tumbler's
compatibility before purchasing Stainless steel pins will not rust. Fracture, or breakdown during
the tumbling process. These pins are very small, with a length of 0. Allowing you to easily
separate and pick them up with a strong magnet. We recommend using a neodymium or large
coated ceramic magnet to capture all the pins that fall out of the tumbler. These are the same
stainless steel pins we use in our brass tumbling and cleaning process. The only difference
when using these for personal use at home is that you use less pins. This item is for We also
sell pins in many other sizes. If there's an amount you need and we don't have it listed. Let us
know and we'll create it just for you! Thumler's Model B 5 pounds of pins are needed to clean
your items quickly and efficiently. Harbor Freight Item 1 pound is sufficient. More pins may
slightly speed up the process, but using too many pins can potentially cause poor cleaning
performance or prematurely burn out your motor. The primary purpose for stainless steel pin
tumbling media is to clean brass cartridges. These pins are able to get your brass looking like
new and make the primer pocket and flash h. AK or HI. PayPal Accepted. Cast Bullet Tumble
Lube "" 32 oz. This powder measure delivers pre set powder charges based on removable
rotors. Rotors 2. Measure comes with a removable mounting bracket should you wish to mount
it. But it can also be used very quickly when charging shells in a loading block without the
bracket. This comes in its original box. Condition- Pre-owned good condition with light wear.
Box is solid with some soiling. See photos for condition. Items in my listings come from
locations and estate sales in and around Lancaster County. PA and should be considered as
used items unless noted otherwise. My photos serve as the description of items and to show

condition of items so view them carefully and ask any questions prior to bidding. Used items
will have normal signs of wear, possible light scratches, light rust and similar signs of normal
use. I try to mention any significant damage that I am aware of. Size, known damage and what it
is you are buying as my space and knowledge will allow. I try to provide as accurate information
as possible and will try to answer additional questions when asked, if possible. If an item is
listed as untested or unknown if item works, it is usually because I have no ability or means of
testing it, not that the item does not work, it means I do not know. I have no desire to deceive
my buyers and I also have no desire to be taken advantage of by a buyer. Hornady Ships Fast
Lifetime Warranty. The rubber bladder on the Swimaster is still soft and pliable. The original
cartridge was still in the bladder which I removed and there were two new cartridges still in the
original box with the device. Overall, very good condition. Please check out my other listings for
more vintage scuba gear. Lee factory crimp die for Winchester. Lee factory crimp die for
Winchester Nice shape. May be new. Biggest increases are from the Post Office as of January
27th. Priority mail is up if it isn't in a flat rate box and they got rid of Parcel Post as we knew it.
That's why shipping is higher. I only use boxes for shipping. I no longer use padded mailers or
the big Tyvek mailing envelopes. I've had too many items go missing from them. Please-do NOT
pay me until I send you a combined invoice. I don't deliver. Or do halfway meets. My loss is your
gain! But I only leave feedback after feedback is received. This is how I know you recieved your
item and are happy with it. I package it for shipping. So requests for additional photographs
cannot always be answered. I've gotten big enough that they want their taste. I now have to
charge Ohio State Sales Tax. I ship using Paypal Shipping. You will receive an email from
Paypal with a tracking number. Please make sure your spam filter allows these notifications to
pass. To those of you that do bid on my items-I certainly appreciate your trust and patronage.
You may be interested in on eBay. Powered by. Carbide Lee reloading dies 44 Mag. Carbide Lee
reloading dies 44 Mag Nice shape. Used-no scoop or shell holder. These items are USED. If you
have any questions. Feel free to contact me and I will do my best to respond as soon as
possible. Thanks for looking and happy bidding. Posted with eBay Mobile Posted with. This a
very nice decoy to add to your rig even though it isn't a true Dudley It has a lot of character and
detail in the bill and head. The initials L. Lee, and Lem would have done. I posted lots of photos
and if you would like more just ask and I will send you more. Thank you for looking and have
fun building your rig. Posted with. In original box with original paperwork. Auction includes only
the items pictured unless otherwise stated in description. I will combine shipping costs if you
win multiple auctions. Paypal preferred for immediate shipping. SWC seater plug. Also includes
RCBS shellholder 18 but it is not pictured. No tool marks. In original box. Some spots of tarnish.
Includes powder measure charge table. Instructions, decapper, priming rod, powder measure,
body, sizing die, lock nut, stop collar, priming chamber, bullet seater and decapping chamber as
stated in the instructions. Appears in good working condition. Paypal preferred for imm ediate
shipping. NO international bidders. Please do not even inquire about as I will not ship
internationally. SEAT 78" In excellent working condition. RCBS reloading shell holder lot 20
shellholders with holder. Rcbs shellholders s1. These are used but i have never used them. I
bought them thinking i was gonna reload my. It come with the factory crimp die also. US
shipping only. Lee Rem Die Set Used. Mint condition. No Rust. Dirt, or bullet lube, clean,
nothing missing, bent or broken and everything screws easily. It is a Full Length die set. They
come in a Lee box. Note that I discount shipping on multiple items where possible and practical.
I encourage you to review my feedback. I do my best to describe my items as accurately as
possible. I may. However, overlook something. If you have any concerns, email me with
questions before you bid. The winning bidder will Payment must be received or mailed within 7
days of the close of the auction. If you cannot comply with these terms, Please pass this up! I
will ship to the USA only. I will not ship internationally! I do not have a Buy It Now price and I
will not end the auction early. Good Luck! Check out my other items! Excellent condition or
better. They come in original RCBS box with instructions. If you have any concerns, email me
The winning bidder will be sent an invoice after the auction and must contact me within three
days of the close of the auction to arrange payment. Very good condition or better. No rust. The
sizer die actually came from another lot of parts and is in excellent condition. The box has been
touched up with a permanent marker. Designated Magnum but will load also 38 Special. The
dipper is for Magnum. Everything you need to decap. These dies do not need a press. You can
do the loading on the kitchen table. All you need is a small mallet. Comes with instructions and
loading data card for both Magnum and 38 Special. It has the case mouth flaring tool which is
often times missing. They come in a RCBS box. Condition as seen in the pictures. Thanks for
looking and ask any questions. I ask that payments be made within 3 days of auction close
unless other arrangements have been made. You will receive an automatic invoice directly after
the close of the auction. If multiple items are purchased please wait to pay until a combined

invoice is sent to you. Positive feedback will be left for all payments made within the first 2
days. If no contact or payment is made by the buyer within 4 days of the auction ending. A
unpaid item dispute will be filed I realize that circumstances may arise and payment may have
to be delayed. All I ask is that you notify me and we will work something out. Pictures are of the
actual item you will receive. I will be happy to combine shipping- please combine payments! I
usually ship right away the next day after payment is received! You will receive an e-mail with
the Delivery Confirmation number when I ship out your package. If an item arrives damaged
caused from shipping. Keep all of the original packing materials Peanut's. Tape, shipping box,
etc Contact me immediately so I can file a claim. The buyer must contact me within 7 day's after
rec. Lee reloading die factory crimp 7. Presumed used. Instructions included. This is a crimp die
only. If you would like any additional information or more detailed pics. Please let me know
before you bid. I am a new ebay seller and would like to continue selling on here. Please contact
me with any questions or concerns regarding any items that you may be interested in before
you bid if possible and I will do my best to answer you as quickly and accurately as I can. Flat
rate or Free shipping. Items usually Ship within 1 Business Day of cleared payment. Taxes, and
charges are not included in the item price or shipping cost. These charges are the buyer's
responsibility. Please check with your country's customs Please make payment within 4 days
96 hrs from close of auction. After this time Ebay will open an unpaid item case on my behalf.
This will give you another 4 days to make payment. If no payment after this time. Ebay will
decide consequences accordingly. I have had to do this due to an increase in non-payments. If
you have a circumstance preventing you from making payment in 4 days. Please communicate
with me and I will communicate with Ebay. If for any reason you are not happy with the item you
purchased. Please contact me first with your issues and I will try to resolve the problem. Please
note. I will accept returns and refund your purchase price minus shipping costs if I am
contacted within 7 days of you receiving your purchase. I am sending the same exact item you
see in the photos. And will list any flaws that I can see when I inspect the item before I list it.
Therefore, I would expect the item to be in the exact same condition as it is listed here with
photos if it is returned to me. I am an honest and fair person and would hope to be treated the
same in return. I am going to try to. Three die set part Now No paperwork. Great condition.
Please check with your I am an honest and fair person and would hope to be treated the same in
retur. This is a used RCBS. Group D. These dies are in great shape. No scratches in the sizer
and the seater looks good. Comes in the green box with the product instructions. Free shipping
in U. These are marked. Redding Competition Seating Die,. Redding Competition Seating Die.
Includes Shell Holder. Good Used Condition in Original plastic box. Smoke free Home. Ships
same day is payment received early enough. Check My Feedback. See My Other Listings for
More! LEE - 6. My dad prefered two different bullets types in his 7 mag one for deer? Rather
than keep changing the seating die set up he just purchased a second seating die set for the
heaver bullet. See the other dies i have listed. Lyman Ideal Shell Resizer, Savage size die, rcbs,
hornady, lee, reloading. Made in the U. Up for auction is a resize die for the powerful Savage. A
wonderful addition to the vintage or modern reloading bench. User will need small square block
of hardwood to use with this tool which is not included. Non-payment alert may result after 4
days. Exception: Buyer notifies us of bidding on our other listings. Local pickup. Allow 24hr
response for questions. Auctions will not be ended early by request. Winning bidder please
proceed to checkout and pay invoice s unless bidding on our other auctions then please email
us accordingly to avoid an eBay generated non-payment alert. Thanks for your cooperation in
making this a positive eBay experience. By bidding you agree to all of these terms. Please
review entire description including pictures. Ask questions prior to bidding, bid confidently.
Pictured item displays condition and is the actua. Very nice condition If used at all very lightly.
Ship to lower 48 only God bless! RCBS 6mm Rem. Trim Die. Used very few times. Still looks
new. Slightly used 6mm Remington Full length sizing die set. Comes with sizing die and bullet
seating die. Used for approximately rds. Have not been used for several years. But it has been
stored inside. Comes with green storage case. Reloading Dies Various Caliber etc. I think most
are crimping dies. I have listed what is engraved on each of the dies. Look at photos closely.
These may be RCBS brand. MOST have machined in a shop. Vintage Adjustable core bullet
mold - Ideal 38 S. Ideal adjustable core bullet mold 30S in excellent condition- no rust or
corrosion. Threads clear and sharp, air vents clear, sprue plate in excellent condition. No
missing parts, mold handle bolts included. Vintage mold- Lyman catalogs have not listed for a
zillion years. Includes powder measure chart. Loading Block. Scale is manufactured by Ohaus
Corp. There is no damage to the scale chips. Dents or cracks pan is in excellent shape. Come in
original box. Have been used very little. Modifications or defects. I disassembled, cleaned and
inspected everything and then put this press back together. The press is in great condition and
shows very little signs of age or use. The grease contained in the die cavity is soft and in good

shape. The press operates smoothly with no flop or slop in its ram or lever action. This press is
identical to the Lyman and even shares and uses the same top punches and dies. This press is
as close to a new old stock unit as you ever find. Canada and Hawaii Only. I personally work
with each customer on an individual basis to compromise and resolve any issue that may arise.
If you provide a top quality item with an honest description and careful and prompt shipping
then. There is little need for a default return policy. I stand behind every aspect of a sell and
treat each customer with value and unconditional appreciation and respect. Please note that a
buyer has the responsibility of knowing what they are bidding on by making them self
knowledgeable of the item offered and to perform the necessary research pertaining to their
specific application or intended use of the item before bidding. This eliminates buyer remorse
and creates confidence between the buyer and seller. You will receive the exact item or items
listed and shown in this auction. I will never intentionally misrepresent an item and every effort
is undertaken to insure description accuracy. I am in no way an expert and unintention. These
are complete and in good shape! We will reply as quickly as possible. I only accept PayPal at
this time. If you are the winning Bidder we appreciate payment within 48 hours of the items
closing. If you are having difficulty paying or need a time extension to pay for item please feel
free to email us. We use recycled items such as: Styrofoam; packing peanuts. Bubble wrap,
news paper, and recycled boxes to ship items out. Therefore as a rule, we do not offer
combined shipping on multiple items, unless it is stated in the auction. Majority of the items we
sell are Please check pictures closely for detail. When an item has been used previously, it may
have some signs of cosmetic wear. I strive to take accurate descriptive photos. Used items are
sold as-is. We are individuals bringing USED quality items at affordable prices. Specializing in
household items, electronics, vintage items, and a verity of other estate finds. We strive to bring
you the best quality items as well as the best customer service. With your participation we hope
to find our items a new home and recycle much of our inventory. Reuse Reduce Recycle We
look forward to doing business with you. Please contact us prior to leaving any Negative. We
appreciate the opportunity to resolve any issue in the most professional way if you feel you did
not receive quality service. If you have any concerns about any item please contact us. We
prefer that all messages come through eBay as we will be notified every time a message comes
in. Most Emails wi. Buyer pays all shipping fees. Unless otherwise noted in listing. Don't
hesitate to contact me with any questions Please leave feedback for me, and I will do the same
for you! Thanks for looking! This set appears unused. The lock rings aren't even tight. Someone
wrote extra on each die as well as the box. Mint set. Shipping is to the 48 states only and is 5.
Thank you for looking. This is a set of. Everything you will receive is pictured. With today's
ammo prices. In this mix. RCBS non carbine 38 special reloading dies in good used condition.
Ask any questions. Sell other die sets and will combine shipping. Thanks for looking. Not
carbide. Has some marks on the knurling from turning them with a pliers. I will not ship outside
the USA. I always try to combine items when shipping to save you money. Just let me know
before you pay and I'll send a combined invoice. I always leave feedback after you have done
so. Shipping is 8. Any questions. Please feel free to email us. Please check out our other
moulds. Dies, conversion kits etc. I don't know enough about this stuff to know if it is complete
or not. What you see in the photos is what is in this auction. Trim 78, trim 44 MAG. I don't know
enough about this to know if it is complete or not. Product Information This is a great set of
utility dies at a great price! These dies may be inexpensive but that does not mean that these
dies are not manufactured to the strictest tolerance. Full length sizer die, bullet seating die, and
storage box ere included when new. Shellholder was sold separately. Somehere along the line
this die set and it's box parted company but I ill find a serviceable generic box to send them
along in. Notes: Does NOT include Powder dipper or load data. This die set is in great used.
Condition Check out my other auctions for related reloading equipment! RCBS 45acp steel three
die set. Selling off some of my extra reloading equipment. Older used set of RCBS 45acp dies.
Still makes quality ammo. Also comes with RCBS shellholder. Wish I had one of these rifles. Not
just for it's historical significance as the first US Army rifle utilizing smokeless powder, or
because of it's unique, side magazine system, but because I used one of these on one of my 1st
deer hunts. Condition Backed by RCBS hassle-free lifetime guarantee I just bent a spindle on a
stuck case in another RCBS die set and they sent me a new spindle and 5 new decapping pins
even though I had never registered the dies Made from case hardened steel. Full-Length Sizer
Dies for bottleneck cases have vents to prevent case damage. Properly hardened and hand
polished. Easy-to-adjust hex lock rings utilize hex head set screws. Check out my other
auctions for related reloading equipment! Both are slightly incomplete. You can use the same
priming tool and shellholder for both sets. Both have instructions and data and come in their
original Lee brown cardboard boxes. Both are clean. Bright, and shiney-no rust and no frozen
parts. Please note-the pictures are part of the auction, and it is your responsibility to look at

them. Please do NOT pay until I send you an invoice. NO local pick-ups! Or the item will be
relisted. All sales are final. Our shipping charge always includes Delivery Confirmation. If you
pay timely. You get your good feedback. When you get your feedback, you will know your item
has been shipped. After you receive the item, and you are pleased with the transaction, it would
be great if you could take a moment and give us positive feedback. Our feedback speaks for
itself! Product Information Redding 3-Die Sets are available for rifle and pistol cartridges. The
pistol sets contain a full length sizing die. Expander die. And bullet seating die. The rifle sets
contain a full length sizing die. Neck sizing die, and a bullet seating die. The full length sizing
die features a decapping rod assembly with neck expander. The expander die includes a neck
expanding plug and the seating die features a built-in crimping ring and seating plug. This
combination is sure to produce consistent. Reliable ammunition time and time again.
Shellholder sold separately. Made in the USA. Technical Information Product Information
Redding Neck Sizer Dies only size the neck of your bottleneck cases to prolong brass life and
improve accuracy. It is important to note that since these dies size only the neck and not the
shoulder or body. Fired cases should not be interchanged between rifles of the same caliber.
This is for two 44cal case mouth expanders replacement parts for reloading dies. Look to be
brand new. Up for bid is one set of RCBS. NOT carbide, reloading dies in good used condition.
This is a 3-die set. This set has been taken apart, inspected and cleaned. You will receive the set
as shown and they do not come with a box or instruction sheet. Check out the other die sets I
have listed. Please email with any questions. Accept Pay-Pal only. No other forms of payment
accepted. NO returns on this auction. I will be happy to combine shipping for multiple
purchases. Comes from a smoke free and pet free home. No sales outside of the USA. This is a
2-die set. And has been taken apart, inspected and cleaned. They show very little use and as
shown and do not come with a box or instruction sheet. They consist of a Neck sizer and a
Bench Rest seater. And come in a red plastic Bonanza box. These dies are clean, bright, and
shiney-no rust and no frozen parts and no marks. Please note-the pictures are part of the
description, and it is your responsibility to look at them. Or the item will be They are listed as
Used because I cannot verify that they are not. They do not appear to have been used. All Lock
rings are loose, They are bright and shiny, There is no build up in either the sizer or seater from
Lube or bullet lead. Everything about them says unused. They are in the correct RCBS box,
also. This is a rare set. I don't know if they are still being made. They show very little use and
come in the LEE box as shown and includes instruction sheet as shown. RCBS 45 ACP 3 die
reloading set Group B that comes with the original reloading data card and instruction booklet
there are some stains on the booklet but it does not interfere with reading These dies are in
excellent condition in the original box. USA Only. Payment accepted via Paypal. Thank you for
looking and please see my other listings for additional die sets. Up for bid is one set of LEE. In
good condition RCBS fl 2-die set. Comes with the instructions. I really don't know a lot about
this besides its a Pacific Durachrome fireball die set. They show very little use and come in the
HORNADY box as shown with the allen wrench and extra retaining clip included, no
instructions. They consist of a full length sizer and a crimp seater. And come in a green plastic
RCBS box with a copy of the instructions. There are some plier marks on the small lock
nuts-they will not hurt the performance of the dies. These dies are clean, bright, and shiney-no
rust and no frozen parts. We want They show very little use and come in the LYMAN box as
shown with the allen wrench included, no instructions. You are bidding on an"excellent" two
piece set of Herter's Neck Sizing Target dies for reloading the caliber They consist of a Neck
sizer and a Target Window seater. And come in a green RCBS plastic box with the appropriate
shellholder. These chrome plated dies are clean, bright, and shiney-no rust and no frozen parts
and no significant marks. Reloading dies, RCBS,. RCBS Reloading die for. Single trim die in
box. Although I'm not exactly sure if the box I found it in is correct. Lightly used, in good
condition. Will be sold as is, as pictured. Lightly used. In good condition. RCBS dies reloading
dies swift. Haven't used them in years need cleaned. As is. As is This item comes with what is
seen in the above photo. These are great looking dies to own or give as a gift. Any extra helps
to cover the cost of a box. Unfortunately nothing is free, please take this into consideration
before bidding on any of our listed items as we will not lower the shipping price after you bid
and win. We receive numerous emails stating. We do understand your frustration on not
receiving your item faster but it is out of your hands the day we mail it. We will NO Longer
retract. This Listing id for a 2 Die set for Winchester. They are in a Pacific Die box. Both Dies are
in excellent condition with no rust or corrosion. The Pacific seater is Chrome plated. Also p
lease see my other auctions for more re-loading supplys! Must Have! Free Shipping! I accept
payments through Pay Pal. Thank you and Good Luck! The sale of this item may be subject to
regulation by the U. Food and Drug Administration and state and local regulatory agencies. If
so. Do not bid If the item is subject to FDA regulation, I will verify your status as an authorized

purchaser of this item before shipping of the item. Where is" without warranty or guarantee of
any kind, either expressed or implied. Please make your payment through Pay Pal. If you have
any questions about payment please click on the about me page in upper right corner. Thanks,
Jeff Hi. Your item will be shipped within 1 business days after payment is received. That means
that Saturday,Sunday and all Holidays are not considered at all, as we are all off and so are the
s
l14 30r wiring diagram
2000 mustang convertible top motor
chevy fuel pump replacement
hipping companies here in the USA. We deal in a little bit of everything. Most items are used,
cleaned, tested and condition is specified right in the listing. Please read the description
carefully so you understand. My name is Jeff. Made with in Austin, TX. Lee factory crimp die for
Winchester Lee factory crimp die for Winchester Nice shape. Canvasback Drake Carved in the
style of The Dudley Brothers This a very nice decoy to add to your rig even though it isn't a true
Dudley It has a lot of character and detail in the bill and head. Not a complete kit. Missing
factory crimp die. Trim Die 6 mm Remington trim die. Vintage Adjustable core bullet mold - Ideal
38 S Ideal adjustable core bullet mold 30S in excellent condition- no rust or corrosion. Trim 78,
trim 44 MAG I don't know enough about this to know if it is complete or not. RCBS 45acp steel
three die set Selling off some of my extra reloading equipment. Made by R. RCBS dies reloading
dies swift swift needs the primer pin replaced.

